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INTRODUCTION.

Tins paper continues directly a previous one (71 dealing with some
genetic aspects of crosses between T. tu~'gidum with 14 chromosomes
(haploid) and T. vulgate with 21. In the latter is given a summary of
the more important cytological results found already(5, (;) and a brief
account of genetic expectation.
Crosses between species that differ in chromosome number give very
complicated results. Disturbing fcatm'es are introduced by sterility,
bad grain germination, and premature death of plants; while generally
an F 2 gives no certain ratios ,~nd may be impossible to classify for many
characters. It is therefore not surprising that studies of such crosses
often lack certainty; and that usually the results have to be explained
by invoking the action of disturbing features which, however probable
they may be on a Triori grounds, have little direct evidence in their
favour. The particular cross we are considering has many valuable
fea.tures, such as complete fertility of Fj egg-cells with parental pollen
but partially sterile F~ pollen, and by taking advantage of this we are
able to proceed to an exact analysis by making back-crosses. Moreover,
not only does back-crossing remove, in many cases, the difficulties o[
classification that confront us when we examine an F,,, but it also shows
why this difficulty exists and makes clear the relation between types
J o u r n . of Gen. x l x

(;
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when this was previously obscure. The main objects of this paper, in
conjLmc~ion with previous ones, are to illustrate these points and to
give a provisional genetical explanation of the principal features. There
arc still many possibilities not yet properly explored, and features t h a t
are not fully understood, but the main outlines are becoming clea,r. I t
will be shown, for example, that normal pairing and segregation occurs
between homologous tvrgidu,m, and wd.qare chromosomes, and t h a t a
1 : 1 ratio is therefore found for F, egg-cells. The numbers upon which
this conclusion is based are small, and further evidence is being obtained ;
but such behaviour is evidently usual as far as the character studies
are concerned, if not universal. The paper further shows the reason for
the appearance of some of the new forms t h a t are found in F2; and why
these new forms are, peihaps always, associated with either a high or
a low chromosome nmnber. Finally a provisional scheme is put forward
to explain the effect on these characters of the extra vulga,reclu'olnosomes,
which rem'~in unpaired in the reduction divisions of the F~. Some of
the results are suggestive in connection with the problem of the evolution of the wheat species, but this question will not be discussed nntil
the genetics of the cross has been studied more critically.
MODES OF INHERITANCE.

As indicated, the method used in studying inheritance in the cross
is back-crossing the F 1 to the parents. It was concluded in an earlier
paper ((5)t h a t all the F~ egg-cells were fertile with pollen of either parent,
and experience gained since then confirms this. Crosses made between
pm'e lines may be slightly more successful, but ehis is still not proved,
and certainly F~ egg-cell fertility cannot be less than 95 per cent.
Occasionally, an F~ egg-cell crossed with parental pollen gives only a
slu'ivelled grain, but this again does not seem to occur more often than
in crosses between pure lines. Finally, we have seen (7) that in the
cross F~ ? x tu~iqidum ~, grain germination was about 90 per c e n t . certainly almost, but perhaps not quite, as high as oecm's with grains
from fertile pure line crosses. It is therefore certain t h a t in this cross
sterility cannot disturb the results to any appreciable extent. On the
other hand germination of the grains from /~'1? "< vulgate ~ was only
about 60 per cent., so a comparison between the two crosses should
eventually show whether bad germination has a selective action on any
of the characters studied.
Of the grains that germinated a few have not given matm'e plants:
in 1925 because three or four plants only had one ear and this was
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fixed for a chromosomc count; in 1926 owing to injm:y by wheat bulb
fly, Hylem,yia coarctata.
011 account of ~he disturbance t h a t might be introduced by pollen
sterility, the crosses between fhe parents and the 17t pollml will nol; be
considered mflcss to confirm conclusions already reached from the crosses
between 1/'1 9 a.nd the parents.
Ditiiculties may arise if there is no sharp distinction between the
bef, erozygous and the type form. Generally, this dilliculty is removed
in t~he next generation; but i~ must~ not be forgol~tcn tha~ since this next
generation ]m.s beell r.dsed by self-ferlfilisation, and under l)hese circmnsta.nces the plants are nearly all partially sterile, we introduce here the
possibility of disturbance by sterility, and the object of the investigation
has been to eliminate as tlar as possible a!ky uncerf,~tinty due to t~his cause.
In what follows, unless the contrary is stated, F i means vulgate >:
tu'~vidum F~, and the following abbreviations have been adopted:
"_l' ? •
l"t ? x
V ?•
F19 •

F~ ~ - turgidum ~! • F 1 c2
}' d = F1 9 x tu~iqidum
Fl~=wdgare?x
f ld
V ~ = F i ~. • wdgarec~.

The above crosses will give second generation plants, though obtained
by back-crossing the F 1 instead of by self-fertilisation. I h~ve therefore
called the following generation F a, thus "
F s (2' -9 x F i c~) = progeny of T ? x F 1 c2
obtained by self-fertilisation, similarly f a (F~ -9 • I' d), etc. All these F a
families were obtained by bagging the parent plant, so thai) there was
no danger of ou~-crossing.
Two series of plants were available. The first came from crosses
made in 1924, the Y i plants having been harvested in 1925 and their
progeny in 1926. The second came fl'om crosses made in 1925; these
plants were harvested in 1926 and their progeny are nob yet available;
so this series has not yet been of use in all cases owing to the complete
or partial dominance of some of the characters studied. For this reason
there m a y appear at first sight to be some discrepancy in the lmmbers
tht~t follow : thus 58 plants have been harvested from ~he cross l,'x 9 x T d,
but some of these were sterile and others have not yef been grown on.
As before, the parents used were T. tu,rgidu,m w m Rivet, T. vulga, re
var. Swedish Iron, and 2'. wdgare vat. Yeoman; they have been ah'eady
described(7). In most cases the two varieties of vulgate gave similar
6-2
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rcsul~s, and they will here be considered together unless distinction is
nccess[~ry.

(a) Kcded and ~'ou~,ded gIumes, and lhe type sl)eltoid.
In tu~yidum the ghnnc has a strong keel rmming right down to the
base; in w.dgare there is a slight keel at the top of tl,te glume, but this is
absen~ or only just traceable in the lower halt:. These differences can
be seen to some extent in ]?late I[ and in Plate X X I V of a former
paper(7); they will be illustrated in detail elsewhere. Spel~oid is a wellmarked type (Plat;e [I) t h a t occurs only as a rare m u t a n t from
;l.'. wd,qa.re ((s), where the literature is given) or as "4 segregate from
tw)yidum • wdga,re and certain other crosses between species of the
second (28-ehronlosome) and t;hird (42-chromosome) wheat groups; it
differs from v, lga~'e by its tough glumes, which invest the grains closely
and make rubbing out a difficult matter, by the well-developed keel to
the glume, very lax ear, a.nd some other features t h a t will be mentioned
later. I t will be shown t h a t these differences arc due to a single factor K,
which gives the keel to turgidum; tu.rgidum is K K and vulga.~'e k k ;
k transferred to tu~'gidum produces a round glumed tu,~:qidum, as would
be expected, but K transferred to wdga~'e produces the new type speltoid.
At first sight this appears to mean that the effect of K in the two species
is different: Plate II is sufficient to show, I think, t h a t the rela.tion
could not have heen predicted b y examining the four t y p e s - - t h e differenec between the first two (28-chromosomc-kk and 28-ehrmnosome-KK)
does not el?pear to be the same as the difference between the last two
(~t2-chromsome-kk and 42-chromosome-KK). '.IJhc crosses on which this
conclusion is based will be dealt with separately.
F~ 9 • tu,rgidum ~. Fifty-eight plants from this cross were easily
separated into 32 keeled and 26 intermediate. The intermediate plants
show some fluctuation, but approach the round glumed type more closely
than the keeled type. Of 24: families r'dsed from 27 of these plants,
12 bred true to keeled, and 12 intermediates split up into round, intermediate, and keeled. Confirmation was given by a 28-chromosome plant,
fully fertile and with regular chromosome behavionr, raised from the
cross l' ? ",~ F~ d', and classed as intermediate for keel ; its progeny gave
a ratio 4:5 round and intermediate : 16 keeled. We m a y definitely conelude t h a t keeled and round differ by a single facgor and t h a t segregation
in the leI is quite normal. Tu~'gid'u,m is K K and vulga~'e kk.
Vvlga~'e "< speltoid. The speltoid parent was a true breeding s~rain
exl~racted from the cross Swedish Iron • Rivet. The F t was intermediate,
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and Yo gave 136 wdgct.re : 272 intermediate : 139 speltoid..qJhe heterozygotes showed ,% wide range of fluctuation, from a,hnost like speltoid
to ahnost like w@a,~'e; those t h a t approach speltoid can be distinguished
from it by the fact ~ha.t their glumes can be pulled away from the grains
nlore easily; those that approach 'vzdqa.9"e ean be reeogniscd most easily
by the partial development of the collar at the base of the glume, o[
the keel, :rod of the secondary nerves. P:j families raised from 147 1~'2
plants showed t h a t in every ease the elassifie:~tion had been correctly
nlade.
V~dqa.,re and spell;old therefore differ by a single factor.
T'u,~'gid'wm • speltoid. A complete f a (if we except a few sterile le.,
phmts) of 103 families was raised.
All the lt'2 and all bug two of. the F a plants were keeled : tha.g is, either
keeled l.~r
speltoids, or intermediate between spcltoid 'rod
t,u.,rqid,u.,m,; there were no rmmd glm ned l~e~:qid,~.ms or wdgr, re forms. The
two exceptions were heterozygous speltoids--plants t h a t would split
into wdga,re, intermediate and speltoid. The Fo plants h:td not been
bagged so, as I have shown(% there is little doubt t h a t these two plants
had originated as natural crosses. In the ease of one of them this was
verified as it was the only beardless plant in a bearded family, and
beardless is a dominant character; the other had only one sister plant
so na.tm'al crossing could not be verified, but I have no doubt that this
is the explanation of its origin. It was found impossible to classify this
cross for the character spcltoid as an apparently continuous series could
be traced between this type and the ordinary keeled tu,rgidum , as might
be expected.
Clearly speltoid is K K ; but wdqa~'e we have seen is k k and hu'thermore differs by only a single factor from speltoid, so evidently it is K
alone t h a t has changed wdya~'e to speltoid.
~'i ? "/. v~dqa,,re d. A critical examination of this cross gave rise to
difficulties, though the theory I have put forward was actually llrst
suggested to me by a comparison o[ F~ (F~ ? x V d) with F~ (F i ? • 2/' d).
The simplest expectation is equal nmnbers of wdga,~'e with round glumes,
breeding true, and heterozygous speltoids--the latter splitting into
vttl.qa,re, intermediate, and speltoid. I~ was found t h a t F2 (Fi-~ "< V r
could not be classified with precision, though heterozygous speltoids
can readily be separated from wdrjct,re after a little practice. One reason
for this difficulty is no~ far to seek. Although a 42-ehromosome-Kk
plant is a heterozygous spelgoid, a 35-ehromosome-Kk plant is not: it
is best described perhaps as intermediate between a heterozygous
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speltoid and a heterozygous round glumed turgidum (28-chromosomeKk). Similarly K k plants from the cross /71 ? >" Vc~ will some of them
be nearer to the 35-chromosome-Kk ~ype than to hdterozygous speltoid.
And they will sometimes be difficult to classify, partly because they
m a y not show 'my clear speltoid influence, partly because the glumes of
some plants arc rather abnormal in type, and partly because they will,
like 28- and 35-chromosome-Kk plants, -tpproach the round glumed (kk)
type more nearly than the keeled (KK) type. From 19 of ~hese plants
18 families were raised; but these again gave difftculty and must be
considered in de~ail. Nine of the families were splitting up into the
expected types---wdgare, spcltoid, and intermediate. These evidently
came from K k plants. Three families were breeding true to round, and
so must have come from k k plants. The remaining six families consisted ef round and slightly keeled plants: only in 'L few cases did those
t h a t were slightly keeled show signs of the character speltoid, and
classification was still uncertain: Now it must be realised that both
vulqa~'e and k k tu~yidum have a very slight keel to the glume, and some
of these six families might be interpreted as true rounds showing a little
more keel than usual; but I doubt if this can be correct, as I could
draw no sharp line between families to which this interpretation might
justly be applied, and those to which it certainly could not. I am
inclined to regard all these six families as descended from K k plants,
and shall leave for furbher investigation why the keel of the glume, and
the speltoid characters, were clearly present in so few plants. We then
have, if this reasoning is correct, a ratio of I5 K : 3 k for F t egg cells
instead of equality; but since only 19 grains germinated, out of 35 sown,
a distm'bauce of bhe expected ratio is not altogether surprising. There
is other evidence t h a t under some eh'cumstances k k grains m a y germinate badly ; but this, and the other difficulties given above, are best left
for further study. It m a y be remarked that none of these difficulties occur
in the cross V ? • /~ c~, where the plants fall into two classes, viz. those
like the F 1 and those like vulga~'e. Most of the latter show high fertility,
and out of 14 families raised from them 8 bred true to round and 6 split
into round, intermediate and speltoid, classification giving no difficulty.
This confirms the impression t h a t in the former cross the difficulties are
in some way due either to sterility, or to the fact t h a t the plants to be
cbtssified were most of them transition forms between tu~'gidum and
wdqa~'e, not true vultures, but it would be unwise to conclude this
definitely, and the whole question is being thoroughly examined.
This section will be concluded by a comparison betwceu the types
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under discussion. This is not given in detailed form, as the matter will
be dealt with elsewhere in discussing all the principal types el glmne
and raehis found in the 28- and ~2-ehromosome wheat species.
When we examine the four types--round glumed tt~,rgid.t~m (28chromosome-kk), keeled t.tt~:qid,t~ (28-KK), write, re (,t2-kk), "roll sp~/ltoid
(~12-KK)--it certainly seems at llrst that the factor K has produced a
very dilterent effect in the two species; and I think we cau be cert'~in
that ~ simple examination of the types would never suggest that the
last two differed by the same factor as the first two. That this should
be the case would not be enth'ely unexpected, but i[ we examine the
four forms critically we find that morphologically a fairly similar eh'mge
has been cffected. The end results--speltoid and KK Lu~yid~,m--appear
unrelated chiefly because of the morphological differences between the
original k k [orms, and partly perh'tps because the effect of K in the
two species may differ in intensity though not in nature. In both species
it gives a laxer e'er, and affects the glumes in the following respects: it
gives a keel, a collar at the base, greater thickness, a flatter face, increases the development of the secondary nerves, and makes the top
or shoulder flatter and more parallel to the base. These changes will be
illustrated fully elsewhere, but some of them can be seen in Plata II,
and in Plate XXIV, figs. 1 and 5 of an earlier paper(7). Spcltoid ears are
strikingly lax; but, though density of ea.r is affected by many different
factors, k k t~e~'gidtt~ns can generally be picked out with certainty by their
greater density, and they are always denser than KK tttrgidums in any
family that contains both types. In t~rgidum, K produces a collar to
the base of the glume; in vtdga~'e it does the same, but the collar in the
speltoid plant is accentuated. The change in the thickness of the glume
is particnlarly interesting. Although the tough glume of speltoid is an
entirely new character, the glume of kk t~e,rqid~,m is remarkably thin
and papery--much thinner than that of vulgc~'e--so that K has brought
about the same relative change in each case.
Indeed a close examination of the fern" types makes the relation
between them clear, and makes it possible that K has had the same
effec~ in r
*,we species; probably however it produces a rela*,ively
greater thickness of glume in vtdg~ere, and a more decided laxity of ear.
So far I have found it impossible to classify the t~e~'gidt~m • vulga~'e 1~'2
accurately for the character keeled or rounded glume. In *,he ligh*, of
what is now known this is easy to understand and the reasons will be
given, since they enable us to see why it is difficult to classify the F~
for many other characters. The *,ypes found in f2 are as follows:
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(1) round g]umed twrgidum, 28-ellromosonle-kk;
(2) wdga're, 42-elu:omo-some-kk;
(3) plants with an intermediate chromosome number, intermediate in
type between J and 2;
(4) heterozygous round gIumed tu,rgidum, 28-chromosomc-Kk;
(5) heterozygous Sl)eltoid , 42-chromosome-Kk;
(6) various grades of intermediates between types 4 and 5, with intermediate c]u'omosome nmuber;
(7) turgidu,m, 28-chromosome-KK;
(8) spel~oid, 42-chromosome-KK;
(9) various intermediates between types 7 and 8, with intermediate
chrolnosonle llunlber.
We cannot classify the F~. into the three ~ypes kk, Kk, and KK, because of
the difficulty that arises in distinguishing type 5, and some pl'mts of
type 6, from some of the plants of type 9 ; and because of a similar difficulty
t h a t arises with some of the other types. But if we back-cross the I~'~
the situation is immediately simplified. Thus F 1 x turgidum gives almost
entirely types 6 and 7, and the few low grade intermediates of types
6 and 9 t h a t also occur do not in practice give any difficulty; on the
other hand, i n / ~ x wdgare, which gives types 2, 3, 5 and 6, some of the
9intermediate types are not easy to classify.

(b) Rough and smooth chaff.
Rivet has rough chaff; Swedish h'on and Yeoman, smooth.
It has often been shown that, in wheat, rough and smooth differ by
a single factor, with rough dominant and the expected 3 : 1 ratio in F 2.
It must be mentioned, however, that the Howards(s) have reported the
existence of two types of hair on the chaff of some wheats; and have
found, in agreement with this, two separate factors for rough chaff.
Biffen(,), working with crosses between Rivet and several different
varieties of T. wdgare, found in Ir a total ratio of 233 rough : 116 smooth,
a rather wide deviation from the expected 3 : 1 ; but F 3 families all gave
close approximations to 3 : 1, the total being 214 : 75. In crosses I
have examined I have usually found a segregation close to 3 : 1 (e.g.
607 rough : 197 smooth), but sometimes there has been a suggestion of
some irregularity (e.g. 104 rough : 26 smooth). I had expected t h a t we
were dealing with a single pah: of factors segregating in the usual fashion,
and carried by a homologous pail' of tu~'gidum and wdga,re chromosomes,
but iu the course of the work some unexpected facts have come to light.
The crosses between F 1 ? and ~he parents have shown clearly that half
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the egg cel[s carry I t (rough) and hal~ r (actual numbel's 23 : 28), and
the same m u s t be true of the F 1 pollen or a 3 : 1 ratio would not occur
in F2. Yet, when lt't pollen is used on the vulga~'e parent, although the
ratio of R : r is still 1 : 1 (actually 15 I t : 18 r), it is found t h a t most of
the 14-chromosome gametes carry R and the 17-21-chromosome gametes
c,~rry chiefly r. The numbers given below, though not large, show this
quite clearly.
35 and 36-chromosomeplants
38-42-chromosome1)laura
f--"

No. of

-%

l~,ough

Smooth

5

I*

pia,ni~s

r

Rough

Smooth

3

9

* This was ~he oltly i)lan~ wi~h 3(Lchromosomcs.
Confirmation is obtained from the fact t h a t the plants from the cross,
V ? x Y~ ~, fall into two classes: the first resembling the F~, and including all 35-chromosome plants; the second resembling vulga.re and
including all plants with i:rom 38-4.2-chromosomes(7). Here the numbers
awfilablc arc larger and show t h a t nearly all the plants in the first class
have rough chaff while those in the second have smooth.
Plants like vulgetre

Plants like F z
t

A

_

_

_

_

~

r

k

~

_

_

llough
Smooth
1)~ough
Smooth
No. of plants
8
1"
7
17
* This was the 36-chromosome plant, which should probably be classed as intcrmcdi~t,c bci,ween F z a.nd wdffarc.
I t would be interesting to know whether a similar association exists
when using/~'~ pollen Oll the tu~yidum parent, but the m u n b e r of plants
awdlable l'rom this cross is not y e t sufficient.
The striking feature of this case is t h a t in spite of this association
between chromosome number and the factor it, the existence of a 3 : 1
ratio, and other similar evidence, seems to show t h a t a single pair of
factors, carried by homologous tu'tyidum and wdgare chromosomes, is
alone involved. I t is not proposed to discuss the question hilly until
more evidence has been obtained; but it is n o t e w o r t h y t h a t in species
crosses we apparently cannot accept the evidence of a 3 : 1 r'Ltio alone
as sufficient to show that a character is being inherited in a simple manner.

(c) Waxy and waxIcss foliage, and ~'esistanee to Puecinia glumarum.
The inheritance o[ these two pairs of characters are in some ways
similar, and as it differs in some respects from t h a t of the other characters discussed in this paper the results are included here although no~
yet fully worked out.
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Both parents hmTe the foliage covered with a w a x y bloom; indeed
this is true of all the cultivated wheats I have seen 1, though Vavilov(3)
sl?eaks of waxless varieties. In a Chinese variet~y of vtdgare that is grown
at Cambridge the wax m a y appear to be absent in "mtumn sown material,
but traces of it can be observed if the plants are examined carefully;
in spring sown material the wax is evident. The a m o u n t of wax present
is very different in different varieties, and is subject to seasonal tlue~u~tion ~. In the f~ from wdga,re • tu~'gidumwaxless plants appear, and have
a t t r a c t e d attention from the f'mt that they are always turgidum-like
plants. It was found from the back-crosses t h a t half the 1~'1 egg cells
contain the waxy factor W, and half the waxless factor w. In tim cross
/~-~ >," 2 ' ~ all the pl'mts are waxy; 37 of these gave 24 families (some
plants were sterile or nearly so) and 2 of these gave too few plants to
classify, since waxless is recessive. Of the remaining 22 fatuities 11 bred
true to waxy, and 11 split up into waxy and waxless. I~'3 (//' ? x F x 8)
consisted of 12 fanfilies of which 6 bred[ true to w a x y and 6 split into
w a x y and waxless; and one of these families, which came from "~ fertile
28-chromosome plant with regular chromosome behaviour, gave a ratio
of 48 waxy : 16 w'txless. W a x y and waxless therefore differ by a single
factor, tu~'gidum being W W and wdgare w w . In the c r o s s / ~ 9 • V
all plants are waxy; 21 of these gave 19 families breeding true to waxy.
Vulga,re therefore is waxy because of a factor, or factors, that cannot
be separated from the species by crossing. A simple hypothesis to
explain the results would be t h a t wdgare carried the factor W in one of
the 7 chromosomes that remain unpah'ed when this species is crossed
with tu~'gidum; it will readily be seen that if this were the case all the
results given above would follow. The hypothesis is heing tested by
further breeding.
The inheritance of susceptibility to Puccinia gluma~'um is in some
respects similar, and has a special interest from the fact t h a t Vavilov(,O
has concluded t h a t resistance to this, and some other fungi, may be
taken as a definite indication of the proper genetic relation between the
various wheat forms, l i e concludes t h a t susceptibility to Puccinia
graminis and to P. t~'iticina characterises what arc now known as the
42-clu'omosome wheats (wdqa,re, compactum, Spelta), except t h a t a few
varieties of T. vulgate were found to be relatively immune; while the
Since writing ~hc above I have grown ~ Cambridge ,~ 28-chromosome wheal tha~
appe~rs so f~r (shortly before flowering) to be qui~o without wa.x.
'-' I n view of this tluctm~tion it should be meationcd th~g most of ~he observations
recorded here wore made in ~ single season, 1926.
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28-chromosonm wheats (dicoccum, dur.um, Polonicum, tu~yidum) were
immune, except for some races of 1'. dicoccwm. Similarly he forum t h a t
'1'. tm'gidu'm and durum were immtme to P. gl.~tma,rum. I think it must
be gra.~ted that this generalisation expresses a good deal of truth, but
it m a y sometimes have led to the belief that t~he two groups of species
~tre more sharply separated in their reactim~ to fungi glum they really
are. At Cambridge it is usually only possible to make obserw~tions on
resist'race to P. glu'marum; and it is fmmd that excessive susceptibility
a.s well as imnmnity may occur in varieties of eil~her group.
'J~]te extent to which a variety is attacked depends ~ good deal u|)on
external conditions. In 1926, when the rust epidemic was exceptionally
severe at Cambridge, some plots of ]{ivet, the 28-cbromosonm parent
in the crosses I am describing, were quite badly :tttaeked ; while American
Club, a variety of the 4g-chromosome species ~'. compactum, was free
from the disease. Resistance to dise,~se, depending as it does upon the
mutual relationship between two distinct organisms, nntst be expected
to be far less easy to define aeem'ately than a character such as chaff
eolour which depends for its development solely upon the relation of a
single organism to the envia'onment in which it develops. N y own
impression, which may however be based on a too limited experience,
is t h a t excessive susceptibility is common among 42-ehrmnosome w~rieties
and rare among 28-chromosome varieties; and t h a t complete, or ahnost
complete, resistance is frequent in the latter group but not in the former.
Under normal conditions, varieties of T. wdga.re fall into a graded series
with regard to theh' power of resistance, ranging from completely resistant to very susceptible. Swedish Iron, though more susceptible than
stone vulgam varieties, has generally been regarded as resistant and m a y
be granted a fah'ly high place in the series. Rivet, like most other varieties
of turgidum , is usually considered resistant, though, as we have seen,
some plots of it were quite badly attacked in 1926: the small plot grown
next to the crosses described in this paper escaped. Both varieties will
be cMled resistant here.
All investigations of tile inheritance of resistance to Puccinia .qlu~a, rum have shown simple unifaetorial inheritance, with susceptibility
dominant. Nevertheless, in the F2 from Iron x Rivet, both resistant,
we find plants t h a t are very susceptible. Although the severity o~ the
epidemic in 1926 made seem'ate classification impossible, and no really
definite conclusion can be reached, in the back-cross cultures certain
features were strikingly displn.yed. All the eultm'es from the crosses
/el ? • To? and T ? • F 1 # appeared to be resistant, and a plant by
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plant examination discovered only a few plants t h a t were slightly
attacked. The families descended from the cross 11'1 9 >: V c~ were some
of them resistant and some splitting for resistance and susceptibility;
as far as I could judge 9 were resistant and 10 splitting. A much greater
proportion of the f,mfilies from V ? >," I"i& appeared to be splitting,
the mmlbers, so far "us I could de~ermine, being 19 splitting and 4
resistant; so that the character susceptibility seems to be carried by
a greater proportion o~ pollen grains than oE egg-cells: an effect, presunlably of pollen sterility, and peculiarly interesting in view of the
fact t h a t susceptibility is a characteristic of the species wdga,re. Ig is
hoped[ t h a t results~obtained in a more [avom'able season will confirm
this conclusion. It Will not be possible to explain finally the mechanism
of inheritance of this character until conditions of the epidemic "ullow
an accurate classification by single plants instead of all approximate
one by cultm'es, but the results resemble those obtained for waxy
and waxlcss; apparentl) half the egg-cells carry one factor, and the
other half its allelomorph, but glue segregation is only made visible when
the F i is crossed back to wdga're, instead of to tu,rgidum as in the waxy
and waxless case. A somewhat similar explanation might be suggested,
and it is hoped to test this by fuu'ther observations.
In both the cases given here it is interesting to see t h a t we have to
ileal with a factor which only expresses itself in one of the two species;
in one case in wdga~'e, in the other in tu~'gidum.

CONCLUSION.
F r o m what has been slid it will be appreciated t h a t in crosses like
the one under discussion back-crossing readily reveals feagm'es of inheritance t~hat would otherwise be hard to discover, and still harder to
prove. The method is not an easy one to use in cereals, and only realises
its full value if we are able to enstu'e at leas~ 80 per cent. success, and
preferably 90 per cent., in crossing: a condition t h a t leaves us largely
at the mercy of the climate. But since it gives greater certainty ~o our
conclusions, and enables us quickly to grasp the reasons for facts t h a t
would otherwise remain obscure, it should be adopted wherever possible.
An F2 from vulgate • tu'rgidu'm is practically impossible to classify for
the characters keeled, round, and speltoid, and it is doubtful whether
the relation between these characters could ever be discovered by such
a method of breeding.
We saw tha.g vulgate and tu,~iqidum owe their principal difference in
ghune shape to a single factor K, turgidum being K K and wdga,re kk.
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We now have to consider in what way the extra wdgare chromosomes
bring about the difference in glume shape between turgidum and speltoid,
and between round glumed tm:qidum and vulqa,re. In the last paper(7)
it was pointed out that the change here produced by the extra chromoseines was similar to that produced by the fimtor K itself; or more
definitely, th,'~t the change from rmmd glumed turgidum to vulga~'e is
similar to the change from vulqa~'e to speltoid. Elsewhcrc I shall dise,ss
fully the possibility that this is because the extra chromosomes actually
carry a factor K', similar to or identicM with K. If we accept this the
formula for Wdilare becomes ( k k ) K ' K ' and for turgidu,m (KK), where
factors enclosed in brackets are carried by homologous t u,rqidum and
wdga~'c chromosomes and those not enclosed are carried by the extra
wd.qarc chromosomes, which remMn unpMred. If we now turn to the
characters waxy and waxless we find that turgidum is (WW), and
vulga,re (ww); but that all plan~s with more than 35 chromosomes-obtMned h'om crosses between F 1 and vulgate and by subsequent self
fertilisation--are waxy. The simplest explanation of this is that the
extra chromosomes carry a factor W' producing waxy, and which may
or may not be identicM with W. We therefore have for twrgidwm the
forlnula (WW), and for wdgare (ww) W'W'. This perhaps explMns why
the turgidum parent, Rivet, was more waxy than the vulqa~'e parent
Iron.
A similar scheme can be put forward for the inheritance of resistance
to Puccinia glumarum; though here, for the reasons indicated, we are
on less certain ground. Since wc find that susceptible forms only occurred in plants derived h'om crosses between/~1 and vulgaxe, and their
progeny, it seems that the extra chromosomes carry a factor P ' tha~
gives rise to susceptibility. Since the parent wdga,re was moderately
resistant, and differed apparently by a single factor from the moderately
resistant Rivet, we may write the latter (PP) and the former (pp) P'P'.
It must be assumed that both are slightly susceptible because they have
only two factors for susceptibility, and that very susceptible forms only
ocem" among the high ctn:omosome forms with four d o s e s - - ( P P ) P ' P '
forms. This view appears to fit the facts without undue straining, but
is not entirely satisfactory perhaps, and further tests are being carried
out. If we accept it for the present we arrive at the following formulae:
and

tu~:qidum = KK
WW
wtlga~'e = (kk) K ' K ' (ww) W ' W '

PP

(pp) P'P',

where K and K', W and W', P and P', are similar or identical.
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These formulae, though provisional only, are suggestive. It is hoped
to confirm them, and to extend them to other characters. It will be
noticed t h a t the third series of factors f.rom which we must suppose
'1'. v'ulgare to h,~ve been built up, since it is a hexaploid species, has not
yet becn revealed. All we can say is t h a t the corresponding series belonging to tu,rgid.um is probably closely similar(71.
It has been concluded from the observations recorded in this paper
that, in general, random segregation between homologous turgidum and
wdgarc chromosomes is the rule; but this statement needs some qualification. If we consider the segregation between K and k we know t h a t
random segregation occurs as fat' as these [actors arc concerned; but if K',
the factor carried by the extra w.dga.re chromosomes, is actually identical
with K, we do not know whether segregation in the F 1 occurs between k
from wdga,re and K from wdga,re , or between k from vulqare and K
from t u,~yidum. The question which of these two possibilities actually
occurs seems to be of no practical importance: clearly if t u~yidu.m ~md
wdqare introduce to the F~ almost identical t:hromosomes, each carrying
K, it matters httle which pairs with the vulgate chromosome carrying k.
I t m a y be stated here, as bearing on the question, t h a t keeled plants
(KK) extracted from crosses between F 1 and tmyidum are like the parent
tu~'gidum apart from differences caused by extra chromosomes, when
these ~Lrepresent, or by the usual recombination of factors (such as rough
and snmoth) not associated with K. The observations show, in fact,
t h a t very probably pairing occurs between homologous turgidum and
vulgate chromosomes, not between chromosomes derived from the same
species; secondly, t h a t if wtl,qare and tu~yidum chromosomes sometimes
pab: with one another, then the two species must contain two series of
chromosomes t h a t are almost identical.
S UB'[MAI~Y.

The paper continues an investigation into the genetics of a cross
between T. vulga~'e with 21 chromosomes (haploid) and 1'. turqidum
with 1,L By back-crossing the F~ a complete analysis is made possible
since all 1~'~ egg-cells are fertile, and all grains from the cross F 1 ? x
t.u~yid,u,m ~ germinate.
Except for certain reservations given in the text, the characters
studied show t h a t usually, perhaps always, normal pah'ing and segregation occm's between homologous tu~yid,u,m and vulgate chromo
somes.
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One of the most important specific cha.racters in the genus is the
keel of the glume. The difference between the keeled glmne of tuTgidum
and the round glume of v'ldga,'re is due to a single factor, K, showing
normal segregation; turgidum being KK and vu,19a're kk. Tu,rgidum
forms with a round glmne (28-chromosome-kk) extracted from the cross
have a very dense ear and thin papery glmnes. Keeled vzdgare forms
extracted from the cross (,12-chromosome-KK) have a very lax ear and
tough glumes; they are the new type speltoid. This relation between
the hypes g,~t.,rgid.wm., wdga,,re, and speltoid, could not have been predicted
by examining the types ; it may provide the key to the relation between
all the glume types found in the genus, of which a full discussion will
be given elsewhere.
Rough (Bit) and smooth (rr) ehattl appear to diltler by a single factor.
Half the lf'1 egg-cells carry it and half r, and approximations to 3 : 1
ratios have been found in F~. Apparently R is carried by one of the
turqid,wm chromosomes that p,~irs with a vulgate chromosome carrying r.
Yet 16 chromosome pollen usually, or always, carries it, and 17-21
cln'omosomc pollen c]fiefly r. This is being farther investigated.
Waxy and waxless di~er by a single factor showing normal segregation in the I~'~. Waxless appears only in plants with less than 35
ehromosomes--tu,rgid2l;m-lil~e plants.
Both parents are fairly resistant to P~tccinia thomas'urn, but susceptible forms are found in F,. This is probably due to a single factor,
derived from tur qidum and showing normal segregation i n / ~ ; but the
factor only expresses itself in plants with more than 35 ehromosomes-vulgare-hke plants, all plants with less than 35 clu'omosomes probably
being resistant.
Consideration of the effect of the extra wdga.rc chromosomes on the
characters keeled and round, waxy and waxless, resistance and susceptibility to Puccinia glumarum, has given rise to the following provisional
factorial scheme to express the composition of the parent species:

turgidum = (KK)
vulga~'c = (kk) K ' K '

(WW)
(ww) W ' W '

(PP)
(pp) P ' P '

where factors enclosed in brackets are carried by homologous tu~yidum
and vulga,re chromosomes, and those not enclosed are carried by the
extra vulgate chromosomes; and the factors K and K', W and W',
P and P ' arc similar if not identical.
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EXPLANATION
EtLrs o[: a,
b,
c,
d,

OF P L A T E

II.

J_)uOulldghuned targirhv,t = 28-ehromosonm-k.k. F,xgr,~ctcd type.
Keeled lurgidum, parent variety = 28.chromosome-IZ__K.
Round v,lffrlre., p~rent v~rriety =42-chromosome-kk.
Keeled wdffare, the type spcltoid =42-ehromosome-KK. Extracted type.

All x ~.-.
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